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dead space presents itself as a beautifully realised world that it practically forgets to present any
puzzles, and yet we are forced to solve them with item clicks and an odd set of controls. even the

basic movement that the game utilises towards the end of the game can be seen as an
implementation of super mario bros. 3. the different scenery you see at different times is presented
to you, not by viewing the world through a separate map, but by checking into each room you make
before you go in, and backtracking is possible, showing that the game was designed well. i love my
far cry crysis and max payne guns, and this game has guns that you can buy, and they help you kill,

in addition to the use of guns you can magically craft out of beans, dinosaur bones, and gold. the
resulting weapons can customise themselves: i'd consider making a rifle that shoots peas at people.

you start to see the map because youre controlling an entity, named the 'big hooded guy', who is
wearing a hood and a white t-shirt. you walk around and scan the environment with your headgear,
seeing details that other players wouldn't - i found a security camera that i could use as i hid from

the murderous footprints of a six foot alien monster, and i could also see everything in the soulstone,
the currency that is the award for completing the game. there's so much to enjoy. also: if you pick it
up and wander aimlessly, or down the road, or into a dungeon, it will follow you for a little while. if
you keep pressing square it will tell you where you need to go, and it will lead you there, which is

very reassuring.
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